**Spotlight**

**Provost Dallal receives prestigious Kuwaiti prize for the advancement of science**

AUB Provost Ahmad Dallal was awarded on December 4, 2013 the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS) prize for his lifetime research contributions to the field of Arabic and Islamic scientific heritage. [READ MORE]

**News**

**Provost Dallal receives prestigious Kuwaiti prize for the advancement of science**

_Al Mustaqbal_ newspaper reports on the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS) ceremony, in which AUB Provost Ahmad Dallal was awarded a prize for his lifetime research contributions to the field of Arabic and Islamic scientific heritage. [READ MORE]

**'Big data needed for big oil: experts'**

_The Daily Star_ newspaper reports on the all-day conference, "Big Data, Big Computing and the Oil Industry: Opportunities for Lebanon and the Arab World" that was held at AUB. [READ MORE]

**Memorandum of understanding between AUB and the ministry of tourism**

_Al Anwar_ newspaper reports on the signing of a memorandum of understanding between AUB and the ministry of tourism regarding Baldati Bi‘ati project. [READ MORE]

**'Works of an at times wavering classicist'**

_The Daily Star_ newspaper reports on the Lebanese Painterly Humanism: Georges D. Corm (1896-1971) exhibition, in AUB Art Gallery. [READ MORE]

**'Three Positive Signs to Push Back Mideast Gloom'**

**Events**

**Upcoming events**

- IFI lecture "100 Social Innovations from Finland," Dec. 9, 12:30pm, [College Hall, B1](#) [READ MORE]
- Digital Humanities: a graduate student mini-conference, Dec. 9, 1pm, [Bldg. 37](#) [READ MORE]
- AMPL lecture "Autocracy and the Common Good: Political Concepts of Sultanic Rule," Dec. 9, 6pm, [West Hall, Aud. C](#) [READ MORE]
- CAMES lecture "Junk as Archive: Vernacular photography, writing practices and middle-class youth culture in mid-20th Century Egypt," Dec. 10, 6pm, [West Hall, Aud. B](#) [READ MORE]
- IFI lecture "Why Libya, Tunisia and Egypt Face Different Obstacles to Democratization," Dec. 12, 1pm, [West Hall, Aud. A](#) [READ MORE]
- CCECS Special Christmas Cooking Session, Dec. 12, 5pm, [Pilot Plant](#) [READ MORE]
- LEMSIC and SCORA concert "Adonis," Dec. 12, 8pm, [Assembly Hall](#) [READ MORE]
- ESDU Christmas Souk, Dec. 13, 9am-5pm, [FAFS courtyard](#) [READ MORE]
- CAMES and Arabic lecture "The Empirical Strikes Back: Zuhd and
Belfer Center publishes an op-ed by AUB's IFI Director Rami Khouri on recent updates in the Middle East. READ MORE

Trustee Zoghbi receives prestigious Pearl Meister Greengard Prize
AUB Trustee Huda Y. Zoghbi, MD, a pediatric neurologist, geneticist and researcher of rare brain disorders, receives one of the world’s most prestigious awards for women in science, Pearl Meister Greengard Prize. READ MORE

'Scientists push for the teaching of resuscitation techniques'
The Daily Star newspaper reports on a new study published in the European Journal of Emergency Medicine based on data from the emergency department at AUBMC. READ MORE

Safety & Security Information - December 9, 2013
READ MORE

Mujun Revisited,” Dec. 13, 5pm, West Hall, Aud. C READ MORE

Announcements
- Donate platelets and save a life READ MORE
- Organic Chemistry Competition READ MORE
- AUB Award for Excellence in Teaching READ MORE
- Second UN Virtual Careers Fair, Dec. 10 READ MORE
- "Adopt a Wish" READ MORE
- SHARP looking for a Program Coordinator READ MORE
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